Departure from divine wisdom, effect’s every aspect of our lives and most importantly, life
itself. The Almighty’s instructions for life and health have been removed from modern health care and
have been cast from the pulpits of today’s churches. We send our congregations in ignorance to the
altar of science for all ailments and the result is clear, this new millennium realizes health care crisis
on a scale never afore known. The very science we turn to for health has become one of the largest
threats to health and His children truly are dying for lack of knowledge. Believers must step forth and
take responsibility for our health care crisis, we must work to restore the Almighty’s wisdom to health
care and more importantly to the pulpits, the very root of where such knowledge should issue forth.
The Almighty proclaimed that following His instruction would assure the health and salvation of
mankind, therefore this is our purpose, our responsibility as believers and this is the work we shall do
in His name. We hereby establish a private ecclesiastical association to go forth sharing scriptural
wisdom for health. We shall call this form of worship appropriately “Pastoral Science and Medicine”
because it is our sincerely held religious belief and conviction.

Three Good Reasons
Why the General Public Joins the Member Share Network!
Because more and more families are realizing the importance of safe natural health care options
and they want to be sure their provider is a qualified professional.
Because network members have access to a professional level of natural health options, self
care education and professional advice and assistance right in their own hometown.
Because members have access to providers from every field of health care in all U.S. States,
Canada and many other Countries, plus distance consultation!
Member Share Network Licensed Providers are concerned, qualified professionals that take
time to listen to members that want safer health care options for their families.
Families all over the world are waking up to the fact that conventional medicine is sick care and while
sick care is a blessing for life threatening disease and emergencies, it is not so great for health
improvement or routine and chronic conditions. Safe, natural health care is not intended to replace
conventional medicine, it is simply a better choice for non emergency, routine and chronic illness!
The Member Share Network was developed to provide access to a professional level of natural
alternatives for you and your family. Because of the legal structure of the Network, practitioners are
protected from regulatory boards that would otherwise restrict them from assisting you, This is the
reason your PMA licensed practitioner will request that you join the Network before he/she will assist
you, Even though the practitioner may be licensed in the Network, providing services to non-members
puts them right back at risk and is highly discouraged.
Health care practitioners whether state licensed or not as well as mental health counselors that seek
license to offer services in the Network must pass rigid standards to qualify for PMA license. The
practitioner must meet specific educational standards, must participate in a comprehensive evaluation

of his or her credentials and practice as well as pass a detailed background investigation and undergo
two interview sessions. The PMA licensed practitioners that succeed through the PMA license process
are clearly dedicated practitioners who are very serious about their practice and services to you.
You can rest easy knowing that the Network is populated with verified professional health care providers
from every field of health care in virtually all U.S. States, Canada and multiple other Countries and this
includes mental health counselors, medical doctors, pastors, chiropractors, natural health professionals,
acupuncturist, herbalist, energy medicine professionals and many more. Practitioners are required to
disclose their qualifications to you, only provide services they are qualified to offer and must discuss
their proposed plan of helping you and the expected outcome before beginning any service to you.
Joining Member Share is required to receive services from network providers and besides, it is after all
the perfect way to take charge of your own good health!
A whole new world of safe and effective health care options are available to you through the Network,
providing an unlimited access to private “member only” pages of the PMA website that are populated
with our private library, educational section on immunizations, specialty products and even self-care
education and much more.
The best part is that JOINING THE NETWORK IS FREE. The PMA subsidizes all memberships as part of
our mission to assure that all families have access to a professional level of safe, natural alternatives. If
for some reason you decide that the Member Share network is not right for your family, you can cancel
your membership at any time and that too is FREE!
If you feel that conventional medicine is right for emergencies and wrong for getting your family healthy
and keeping them that way - Reserve your right to choose your own medicine" and have the peace of
mind of knowing that you are receiving services from professional providers!
Our main objective is to express and protect our rights to total freedom of choice regarding medical
information and care; we believe that the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of
America guarantees the lawful purpose of advising and helping one another in asserting and preserving
our God given rights under the Federal and State Constitutions and Statutes.
As members, we are authorized to select other members of the Association to give us counsel and
advice for our physical, mental and spiritual health, and to request member assistance in facilitating for
us the actual performance and delivery of the therapies, treatments and care we so choose for ourselves
and our families; we further proclaim the freedom to select for ourselves the types of health care we
think best for treating and preventing illness and disease of our minds and bodies.

